Air Vent offers a complete line of foundation vents, from powered foundation vents to heavy-duty and replacement automatics. For all of your foundation ventilation needs call Customer Service: 1-800-247-8368.
Manual Foundation Vents – Plastic

ACCORDION DAMPER
MODEL: 101
- Folding, accordion style damper
- NFA 68"
- Colors: black, brown, gray

HEAVY-DUTY SLIDER
MODEL: 303
- Heavy-duty solid plastic construction
- Aluminum screen
- NFA 42"
- Colors: black, brown, gray

SLIDER - MODEL: PLSL
DAMPER - MODEL: PLDP
- Our best selling slider & damper
- Slider NFA 45"
- Damper NFA 64"
- Colors: black, brown, gray
(Damper PLDP: black, gray)

JUMBO VENTS
SLIDER - MODEL: JMSLBL
DAMPER - MODEL: JBDPBL
- Slider or Damper
- For 9 1/4" x 16" opening
- NFA: slider 60"; damper 78"
- Courses out with oversized bricks
- Color: black

MULTI-PURPOSE VENT
MODEL: MP
(Not Shown)
- 7" x 12" vent for 6" x 11" opening
- NFA 23"
- Colors: black, brown, gray

Foundation ventilation helps protect against conditions that can lead to:
- Wood decay
- Mold and mildew
- Termite and insect infiltration

Floor damage is not limited to structural damage.

Floors can warp
Wood can decay causing
structural damage

Significant damage can occur to a home without proper foundation ventilation:
Dark, damp environments
attract wood attacking termites and other insects

Manual Replacement

MANUAL REPLACEMENT
MODEL: RM
- Same housing as automatic
- Manual lever instead of automatic coil
- NFA 50"
- Colors: black, brown, gray

GALVANIZED BLOCK
MODEL: GBV
- 16" x 8"
- NFA 82"
- Color: mill

ALUMINUM FIXED VENTS
LINTEL - MODEL: FC3L
NO LINTEL - MODEL: FC3
- No damper or slider
- 16" x 8"
- Color: mill
- NFA 63"

ALUMINUM SLIDER
MODEL: ALSL
- With lintel
- Color: mill
- NFA 45"

ALUMINUM DAMPERS
NO LINTEL - MODEL: FC10
- Color: mill
- NFA 63"

ALUMINUM DAMPERS
NO LINTEL - MODEL: ALDP
- Color: mill
- NFA 63"

GALVANIZED BLOCK
MODEL: GBV
- 16" x 8"
- NFA 82"
- Color: mill

ALUMINUM FIXED VENTS
LINTEL - MODEL: FC3L
NO LINTEL - MODEL: FC3
- No damper or slider
- 16" x 8"
- Color: mill
- NFA 63"

STAMPED ALUMINUM
MODEL: FA109
- Aluminum screen
- Adjustable sliding damper
- Also available for wood
- NFA 36"
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